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INTRODUCTION

The United States and Ecuador have long been connected. The two countries established diplomatic relations in the 1820s, not long after both countries had won independence from Europe. In subsequent decades, the United States and Ecuador deepened relations on the basis of values enshrined in the Inter-American System, such as democracy, the rule of law, and human rights. Whether culturally or economically, the threads that bind the countries together are many.

Economic ties in particular have contributed to shared prosperity for the people of the United States and Ecuador. Today, the United States is Ecuador’s principal trading partner—making Ecuador one of only three countries in South America for which trade with the United States surpasses trade with China. The United States’ principal exports to Ecuador include petroleum, machinery, computers, fertilizer, and cereals and grains. In return, Ecuador sends crude oil, seafood, bananas, cocoa, and flowers to the United States.

While Ecuador and the United States sought to deepen economic ties in the early 2000s, extensive negotiations ended amid political and social upheaval in 2006. The two governments did not resume discussions over trade and investment until the administration of President Lenín Moreno (2017-2021). His successor, President Guillermo Lasso, has emphasized the need for Ecuador to deepen trade relations with the United States, with a particular focus on labor rights, intellectual property, gender equality, and environmental sustainability. Indeed, recent developments in both countries—including the elections of new presidents in both countries—offer a unique opportunity to discuss how the two countries might work together to combat the COVID-19 pandemic, spark economic growth, and pursue other priorities.

On June 4, 2021, Global Americans announced the formation of a High-Level Working Group, comprised of seasoned current and former policymakers, foreign service professionals, business leaders, and scholars. In collaboration with Global Americans staff, the Working Group has produced a series of working papers, covering a diverse range of topics central to the United States-Ecuador relationship—and in particular, central to any discussion of deepening commercial and economic relations between the two countries. The High-Level Working Group has served as a forum for nonpartisan and transregional expert analysis, resulting in a series of recommendations regarding the future of United States-Ecuador relations.

---

Executive Summary

Patents are a key type of intellectual property (IP) protection, meant to incentivize research and development by granting inventors a temporary monopoly. As Chapter 1 explains, leaders in developing countries may also strengthen patents in a bid to attract more trade and foreign direct investment, both of which contribute to economic growth. The evidence for the benefits that patents provide is mixed: while the effect of patents on innovation is up for debate, there is strong evidence that IP regulations spur foreign investment and trade.

When it comes to the pharmaceutical sector, policymakers must address two issues: underinvestment in new drugs and high prices for existing medicines. Intellectual property regulations are part of the solution to both problems. Chapter 2 details several tools that policymakers can use to mitigate these issues: changing the duration of patents, considering alternatives to patents, issuing subsidies, relying on compulsory licensing, and using parallel imports for medicine.

International law on trade and intellectual property allows countries significant authority to use each of these tools. Chapter 3 explains the origins of international trade and IP law. The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) established a baseline for international IP restrictions in 1993. Since then, several trade agreements have included TRIPS-plus provisions, which raise the bar for IP restrictions. Although bilateral agreements shortly after the signing of TRIPS made it more difficult for countries to use parallel imports and compulsory licensing, the 2001 Doha Declaration reaffirmed governments’ rights to use both methods to improve access to medicines.

While economics and law are key to understanding trade and IP, Chapter 4 explains that politics also plays a role. During international negotiations, developed countries often shift the conversation on trade and IP to the forum that best suits their interests. Bilateral agreements are particularly beneficial to developed countries relative to multilateral forums. Countries may also pursue political interests, aside from their economic goals, during trade negotiations. The case study of the 2001 U.S.-Jordan Free Trade Agreement shows how these dynamics led Jordan to accept strict TRIPS-plus provisions, at a heavy cost to their domestic population. Domestic politics can also affect trade and IP, as the case study of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) shows. Opposition to strict IP provisions can derail trade negotiations, as occurred in the United States. It can also promote reform and lead to a stronger trade deal; when the U.S. withdrew from TPP, Chile and ten other countries resumed talks, altered provisions related to IP, and signed the Comprehensive and Progressive Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP).

As Chapter 5 explains, IP and trade in Ecuador reflect the economic, legal, and political developments observed worldwide. The Andean Community, a trade bloc composed of Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia, affirmed TRIPS regulations in its decisions throughout the 1990s, and Ecuador’s 1998 Intellectual Property Law was largely in line with TRIPS. The government of President Rafael Correa (2007-2017)

---

reformed Ecuador’s intellectual law in 2016. While the resulting Código Ingenios, which remains in effect today, intended to “radically modify the existing paradigms,” the substance of the law is only a modest departure from the 1998 legislation.

Chapter 6 offers recommendations to stakeholders in the U.S.-Ecuador economic relationship. Negotiators should view IP protections as a significant issue, together with access to healthcare. Governments should compensate consumers who are unable to access medicine, and both the U.S. and Ecuador must respect the right of countries to use compulsory licenses and parallel imports. Finally, governments should ensure that patents are used only to reward innovation, not to unnecessarily block competition.

---
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1. WHY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MATTERS

Intellectual property (IP) is one of the most contentious topics in trade agreements. When IP protections are too lenient, a country may be less competitive in trade and foreign investment. When regulations are too stringent, prices remain high and products become inaccessible.

This chapter explains the motivations behind IP regulations, particularly patents, and the benefits that they provide.

Purpose of IP Regulations

Traditional property rights include a right to exclude others from using a good and the right to earn income from that good. In contexts where governments and courts protect their citizens’ rights to tangible property, people are less likely to fear that their property will be stolen and more likely to invest it towards future goals.

Intellectual property rights similarly include a right to exclude others from using an idea and the right to earn income from that idea. Since ideas are far easier to steal than tangible property, effective regulations and enforcement are even more important to encourage investment.

This paper will focus on one particular type of IP protection—the patent—by which a government grants an inventor an exclusive right to make, use, or sell an invention for a fixed period.

Governments accept that under a patent, prices will be higher and output lower than they would be with perfect competition. But in a world without patents, the theory goes, the product likely would not exist in the first place.

Companies incur a large, fixed cost when developing new inventions, but once they have completed the research and development (R&D) phase, the marginal cost of each new unit of the invention is often low. Without patents, other firms could copy an idea and make the same profits without incurring the same fixed costs. Economic theory therefore predicts that firms would have little incentive to engage in R&D in the first place.  

Patents are meant to encourage innovation, compensating firms that engage in R&D by granting them a temporary monopoly. In exchange, the company must disclose their idea to the public.

Governments accept that under a patent, prices will be higher and output lower than they would be with perfect competition. But in a world without patents, the theory goes, the product likely would not exist in the first place.

Patents Across Borders

While the case for IP regulations within one country is relatively straightforward, international dynamics complicate the picture.

---


7 See Nordhaus, supra note 6.
Generally, more innovation occurs in developed countries than in developing countries, as the latter often have fewer resources to dedicate to investment. Technological know-how later reaches developing countries in a process that economists refer to as “diffusion.” Some knowledge spreads through professional networks, the internet, and academic journals. However, some know-how reaches developing countries only through trade, investment, and technology transfers.

Ecuador is one country that has exhibited considerable dependence on technology transfers. As of March 2021, the country had a positive trade balance of $699 million, with exports mostly going to the United States, China, and Russia. The overall trade balance masks a more complicated picture, however. While Ecuador exports many primary goods, it relies heavily on imports of technology. Ecuador currently has few limits on foreign investment, but foreign direct investment (FDI) inflow to Ecuador is low compared to other countries in the region. Ecuadoran policymakers may look to IP provisions to stimulate greater FDI.

Since patents are meant to encourage domestic innovation, developed countries have an incentive to create an intellectual property system. Since firms are unlikely to trade with or invest in countries that lack IP regulations, developing countries have the same incentive.

**Evidence for the Effectiveness of Patents**

Patents aim to spark innovation, and for developing countries, they promise to encourage investment and trade. Taken together, innovation, investment, and trade should have a positive effect on a country’s economic growth. What evidence is there for the effectiveness of patents on each of these metrics?

*The effect of patents on innovation is up for debate, but there is strong evidence that IP regulations spur foreign investment and trade, thereby contributing to economic growth.*

When it comes to domestic innovation, economist Josh Lerner studied 177 changes to intellectual property law in 60 countries over a 150-year period. He found no evidence that stricter laws resulted in more innovation. Professor Petra Moser finds that, historically, innovation has often occurred outside of the patent system. Overly broad patents can even discourage innovation if they prevent new competitors from entering the market.

The case for a strong patent system is stronger when it comes to encouraging FDI and exports.

---


from developed to developing countries. Several studies find a high correlation between the strength of a country’s patent system and the volume of FDI and exports the country receives. Others go further, finding evidence for a causal connection between IP protections and higher investment and trade.14

The relationship between intellectual property regulations and economic growth is less clear. Economists E. Richard Gold, John-Frederic Morin, and Erica Shadeed find inconsistent results in a literature review on the topic.15 To the extent that IP-related growth does exist for middle-income countries, Gold, Morin, and Shadeed find strong evidence that it is mostly due to trade and foreign investment rather than domestic innovation.

In Ecuador, recent growth rates have been discouraging. During the five-year period between 2014 and 2019, the country’s GDP grew at an average of 1.27 percent per year. The economies of Peru and Colombia, meanwhile, grew at an average annual rate of 3.66 percent and 3.35 percent, respectively. Stronger IP regulations may improve Ecuador’s economic performance.16

The effect of patents on innovation is up for debate, but there is strong evidence that IP regulations spur foreign investment and trade, thereby contributing to economic growth. By speeding up growth, a developing country such as Ecuador can afford to invest more in social programs and raise the standards of living for all its citizens. But there are also negative consequences to stronger IP regulations. The following chapter will address those consequences, particularly for access to medicine.


2. CONSEQUENCES OF PATENTS FOR ACCESS TO MEDICINE

Given the life-saving potential of many medicines, it is unsurprising that the debate over intellectual property regulations often hinges on pharmaceutical products.

In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, access to medicine is more important than ever when it comes to negotiating trade agreements. This chapter explains how leaders have recognized access to medicine as a human right, as well as the need for leaders to grapple with the practical challenges of guaranteeing that right.

Underinvestment in new drugs and high prices for existing drugs are the two principal challenges when it comes to access to medicine. Policymakers have a variety of tools to address those challenges: changing the duration of patents, considering alternatives to patents, issuing subsidies, relying on compulsory licensing, and using parallel imports.

Access to Medicine as a Human Right

Two billion people around the world lack access to essential medicines.\(^{17}\) Up to 90 percent of families in low- and middle-income countries pay out-of-pocket for medicines, often leaving them in dire financial straits.\(^{18}\)

As in many countries, many impoverished Ecuadoreans are unable to afford basic healthcare.

In addition to COVID-19, Ecuador faces a high burden of hepatitis A, malaria, and typhoid fever.\(^{19}\) Each of these conditions could be alleviated with affordable drugs.

Even when the right to medicine is inscribed in a country’s constitution, codifying a right does not make it a reality.

World leaders recognize this problem. The United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goal 3.8 states:

“SDG 3.8 consists of achieving universal health coverage (UHC), including financial risk protection, access to quality essential health care services, and access to safe, effective, quality, and affordable essential medicines and vaccines for all.”\(^{20}\)

International human rights bodies have also established that intellectual property rights are not absolute:

“Intellectual property is a social product and has a social function. States’ parties thus have a duty to prevent unreasonably high costs for access to essential medicines ... from undermining the rights of large segments of the population to health.”\(^{21}\)


\(^{18}\) Id., at 15.


\(^{21}\) See e.g., U.N. Cmte. on Econ., Soc. and Cultural Rts., General Comment No. 17: The Right of Everyone to Benefit from the Protection of the Moral and Material Interests
Like many countries in Latin America, Ecuador inscribes the right to health in its constitution:

“Health is a right guaranteed by the State and whose fulfillment is linked to the exercise of other rights… The State shall guarantee this right by means of economic, social, cultural, educational, and environmental policies; and the permanent, timely and non-exclusive access to programs, actions and services promoting and providing integral healthcare, sexual health, and reproductive health.”

The problem is that no one country is accountable for the failure to meet a UN objective. And even when the right to medicine is inscribed in a country’s constitution, codifying a right does not make it a reality.

**Policymakers must align incentives between the firms that produce drugs and the people who currently lack medicine, making sure that prices are affordable, output is sufficient, and medicines arrive where they are most needed.**

To improve access to medicine, policymakers must build reliable healthcare systems and supply chains. They must establish relationships with local populations, ensuring that people trust their doctors and can report their healthcare needs.

Most importantly, they must align incentives between the firms that produce drugs and the people who currently lack medicine, making sure that prices are affordable, output is sufficient, and medicines arrive where they are most needed. Intellectual property is the starting point for policymakers aiming to align incentives.

**Problems with Patents: Underinvestment in R&D and High Prices**

Intellectual property law can, in some contexts, facilitate access to medicine. R&D costs are remarkably high for pharmaceutical products—about $2.6 billion for each product on average—given the time required to bring a product to market, the high regulatory burdens, and the risk that a drug will not be approved. By compensating firms for R&D, patents can spark medical innovations that may otherwise have gone undiscovered.

Patents do not incentivize investment for all treatments, however. Some medical conditions occur almost exclusively in developing countries where the population cannot afford to pay high prices for a patented drug. Other medical conditions affect only a small number of people worldwide. For these conditions, the potential profit from a patented drug would not outweigh the costs of research and development, so no firm develops a treatment.

---


23 Ecuador, Constitution (2008), art. 32.

24 See Joseph A. DiMasi, Henry G. Grabowski, and Ronald W. Hansen, Innovation in the pharmaceutical industry: New estimates of R&D costs 20, 47 J. HEALTH ECON. (May 2016), [https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jhealeco.2016.01.012](https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jhealeco.2016.01.012).

Any policy to improve access to medicine must address the following two issues: underinvestment in promising new drugs and high prices for existing medicines.

Even when intellectual property regulations do incentivize firms to produce a new treatment, prices during the patent period may be too high for the patients most in need.

Any policy to improve access to medicine must address the following two issues: underinvestment in promising new drugs and high prices for existing medicines. To address both issues at once, policymakers must simultaneously raise the incentives for R&D and lower the prices that patients pay. The World Health Organization has recognized this principle and advocated for “delinking” R&D costs from prices.26

Changing the duration of patents, considering alternatives to patents, issuing subsidies, relying on compulsory licensing, and using parallel imports for medicine are among the options that policymakers could take to make medicine more accessible.27 The balance of this chapter will address each in turn.

**Patent Duration**
The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS; see Chapter 26 See Research and Development to Meet Health Needs in Developing Countries: Strengthening Global Financing and Coordination 37, Consultative Expert Working Group on Research and Development: Financing and Coordination, WORLD HEALTH ORG (April 2012) [hereinafter R&D Report].
27 The report emphasizes these five policy choices since they are relevant to trade agreements. Additional options to improve access to medicine include orphan drug legislation and direct grants to companies. For a detailed review of these options, outside of the context of trade agreements, see R&D Report at 142-213.
3) sets a global minimum of 20 years for the duration of a patent, but the precise figure varies according to national laws. After a patent has expired for a pharmaceutical product, other firms can enter the market and produce a generic drug. Competition drives output higher and prices lower, thereby making the medicine more accessible.

Decreasing the length of a patent might lower prices by allowing a generic alternative to come to market faster. However, shorter patent lengths might also decrease the incentive for firms to invest in R&D, particularly if a disease is rare in high-income countries.

**Prizes, Not Patents**
Noting the social costs of granting a temporary monopoly as compensation for research and development, several economists have proposed alternatives to patents. Perhaps the most well-known of these proposals is a global prize fund.28 Since governments already spend a hefty sum on international aid and domestic health insurance benefits to treat disease, why not put the money instead toward incentives for drug manufacturers?

**Changing the duration of patents, considering alternatives to patents, issuing subsidies, relying on compulsory licensing, and using parallel imports for**

medicine are among the options that policymakers could take to make medicine more accessible.

Experts could allocate prizes based on the costs of R&D and the social burden of the disease, rather than the ability of patients to pay. Companies that develop a treatment or cure would receive the prize, offsetting the R&D costs and entailing a profit, but the drug would be available immediately as a low-cost generic.

In most formulations, prizes do not completely replace all patents. Instead, they can complement the patent system, with policymakers carving out certain conditions where a prize is more suitable than a patent.

Subsidies and Tax Incentives

Governments around the world use subsidies and tax incentives to promote certain behaviors. Goods and services with positive externalities are particularly apt for subsidies and tax incentives since the market would otherwise provide too few of these products.

Since R&D involves positive externalities and is undersupplied by the market, subsidies and tax incentives for firms could be a promising solution. An OECD review finds that on average, “tax incentives can increase private research spending by an amount equal to the loss in tax revenue.”

While direct subsidies to firms may address the problem of inadequate supply of medicines, governments may also be concerned about insufficient demand. Subsidizing and regulating drug prices, purchasing medicines in bulk from manufacturers to distribute at a lower price, and offering partial subsidies for target populations are among the approaches that governments might take in this case.

Parallel Imports

The TRIPS Agreement (see Chapter 3) broadly raised the bar for international patent regulations, but it also includes provisions for governments to sidestep patents in extraordinary circumstances. One such provision is that involving parallel imports.

Parallel imports are patented products that are sold with the patent owner’s permission in one country but that are imported or resold into another without the patent owner’s approval. Although a patent owner may have an exclusive right to manufacture and put their product on the market, the owner exhausts this right once the product enters the market. The TRIPS Agreement

---

32 Id.; see also Tax Incentives, supra note 30, at 4.
acknowledges this legal principle, known as “exhaustion,” stating that “even if a country allows parallel imports in a way that another country might think violates the TRIPS Agreement, this cannot be raised as a dispute in the WTO unless fundamental principles of non-discrimination are involved.”  

As Chapter 3 details, parallel imports have generated significant controversy in the wake of the TRIPS Agreement. The 2001 Doha Declaration clarifies that members can decide to apply the principle of exhaustion within their national territory.  

Although parallel imports aim to ensure that people in low- and middle-income countries have access to medicine, they are rarely used. Out of the 176 instances where policymakers considered TRIPS flexibilities in 89 countries between 2001 and 2016, only one involved parallel imports.  

Compulsory Licensing

Besides parallel imports, one way in which governments can sidestep patents while respecting TRIPS is through compulsory licensing—"the right granted by a government authority to make use of a patent during the patent term without the consent of the patent holder, for example, for the production or supply of generic medicines." Compulsory licensing, which appears as “other use without authorization of the right holder” in the TRIPS Agreement, is allowed as part of the Agreement’s overarching attempt at creating a balance between increasing access to existing pharmaceuticals and promoting R&D into new drugs. It can only be done under a number of conditions—including “national emergencies” and ensuring the patent holder is adequately compensated—that are meant to protect the right holder’s interests.

Compulsory licensing is frequently used, accounting for 100 out of the 176 instances of the use of TRIPS flexibilities between 2001 and 2016.

Reviewing the Options

There are several options that policymakers can use to improve global access to medicine. Offering prizes instead of patents would incentivize R&D costs and delink R&D from prices. More piecemeal reforms include reducing the length of patents, introducing subsidies or tax incentives for medicine, or drawing on parallel imports and compulsory licensing. As Chapter 3 explains, TRIPS and other international legal instruments discuss several of these options. Stakeholders

35 See WTO Fact Sheet, supra note 33.  
38 The 176 instances involve “(i) a government announcement of the intent to invoke a TRIPS flexibility; (ii) a request or application by a third party to invoke a TRIPS flexibility; (iii) the actual use of a TRIPS flexibility; and (iv) a government’s declaration that there are no relevant patents in its territory.” See ‘t Hoen et al., supra note 37, at 1, 3; see also Smith et al., supra note 36, at 13.  
39 See ‘t Hoen et al., supra note 37, at 2.  
40 See WTO Fact Sheet, supra note 33.  
41 Id.  
42 Of the 176 considered uses of TRIPS flexibilities, 40 involved the least-developed countries pharmaceutical measure (See Chapter 3). Most other cases involved non-patent-related measures. See ‘t Hoen et al., supra note 37, at 1.
should carefully weigh the pros and cons of each of these options when deciding how to balance the incentive for R&D with the imperative for affordable medicines.
3. TRADE AND IP IN INTERNATIONAL LAW: FROM PARIS TO DOHA

Intellectual property rights are an important incentive to foreign trade and investment. They can also improve or inhibit access to medicine. The COVID-19 pandemic is a key example of the key role that intellectual property must play. This chapter examines how international law has incorporated both IP and trade.

In the 19th and 20th centuries, international law developed along two parallel tracks—one for intellectual property, another for trade. Only in the 1990s, with TRIPS, did an international legal instrument address the two topics together. Since then, international law has quickly evolved to encompass IP-related issues in trade, including those relevant to access to medicine.

International IP Law

One of the first international legal instruments to deal with IP was the 1883 Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property. Originally signed by 11 countries, the convention remains in effect today with 177 signatories, requiring countries to evaluate patent applicants without discriminating on the basis of national origin.43

If the Paris Convention was a precursor to modern patent law, the 1886 Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works was a precursor to modern copyright law. 44 The convention, which remains in effect today, requires that countries recognize the copyrights of all other members.

Governments met to revise the Paris and Berne Conventions throughout the 20th century. The conventions established an organization to harmonize intellectual property law across borders, and in 1970, it became the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO).

International Trade Law and the Uruguay Round

Modern trade law is largely based in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), a treaty signed in 1947 to reduce trade barriers among countries.45 Multilateral negotiations took place in the latter half of the 20th century to reduce tariffs, but they focused largely on goods.

Following the Uruguay Round of negotiations (1986-1993), 123 countries agreed to update GATT and form the World Trade Organization (WTO).46 They signed the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), expanding the scope of tariff reduction beyond goods, and they incorporated concerns about IP by signing TRIPS.

Provisions of TRIPS

TRIPS generally increased global standards for intellectual property. Article 28 confers exclusive rights to patent owners to make, use, sell, or import a product.47 In exchange, patent holders

47 TRIPS: Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, Apr. 15, 1994, Marrakesh
must disclose their invention. Article 33 of the agreement requires that patents be enforceable for at least 20 years.

TRIPS does allow states to make exceptions to patent rights, “provided that such exceptions do not unreasonably conflict with a normal exploitation of the patent and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the patent owner, taking account of the legitimate interests of third parties.”

Article 31 of TRIPS details the circumstances in which a state can grant a temporary license to a firm to make a product that is patented by another firm. In normal circumstances, a state must first attempt to negotiate a voluntary license with the patent holder; if those negotiations fail, then the government can issue a compulsory license.

While the TRIPS Agreement set a high bar for global patent protections, several developing countries have conceded to stronger IP provisions in subsequent negotiations.

In case of “a national emergency or other circumstances of extreme urgency or in cases of public non-commercial use,” a state can forgo negotiations with patent holders and immediately issue a compulsory license, provided they promptly inform the patent holder and limit the scope and duration of the license. Article 31 also requires that a compulsory license be non-exclusive, non-assignable, liable, and “authorized predominately for the supply of the domestic market.” Finally, the government issuing a compulsory license must pay “adequate renunciation” to the patent holder.

Article 6 of TRIPS allows countries to use parallel imports, another exception to patent rights. Taken together, the provisions of TRIPS that permit parallel imports and compulsory licensing are known as “TRIPS flexibilities.”

TRIPS-Plus Provisions

While the TRIPS Agreement set a high bar for global patent protections, several developing countries have conceded to stronger IP provisions in subsequent negotiations, both to gain acceptance at the World Trade Organization and to finalize bilateral trade agreements with developed countries. These clauses, known as “TRIPS-plus provisions,” are usually the result of pressure from developed countries (See Chapter 4).

The United States successfully lobbied for TRIPS-plus provisions in its free trade agreements with Jordan (2001), Chile (2004), Singapore (2004), Australia (2005), Morocco (2006), Bahrain (2006), and South Korea (2012), among other countries. The European Union (EU) also incorporated TRIPS-plus provisions into its association agreements with Jordan (2002) and

---

48 Id., art. 29.
49 Id., art. 33.
50 Id., art. 30.
51 Id., art. 31.
52 Id., art. 31.
53 Id., art. 31(h).
54 Id., art. 6.
55 Id., art. 6.
56 See Access to Medicines Report, supra note 17, at 94-95.
Egypt (2004), among others. 58 Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and Oman also adopted TRIPS-plus provisions to facilitate their accession to the WTO.

TRIPS-plus provisions vary across trade agreements. Some agreements require governments to award patents for plants and animals, where the TRIPS agreement had provided an exception. Other agreements extend the minimum duration of patents to 25 years, beyond the 20-year minimum under TRIPS. TRIPS-plus provisions can require countries to adopt new legal instruments, increase enforcement for existing IP laws, and submit conflicts over IP to international dispute settlement procedures.59

**Doha Declaration, Compulsory Licensing, and Parallel Imports**

One of the most controversial TRIPS-plus provisions was related to TRIPS flexibilities and arose during trade negotiations between the United States and Jordan in 2000 (see Chapter 4). The final agreement included provisions that limited Jordan’s ability to use compulsory licenses and parallel imports.

While Article 31 of TRIPS contained broad provisions allowing governments to use compulsory licenses, the U.S.-Jordan FTA permits compulsory licenses only to remedy anti-competitive practices, for public non-commercial use, and in cases of “national emergency” or “extreme urgency.”60 TRIPS allows governments to issue compulsory licenses to private enterprises, but the U.S.-Jordan FTA allows compulsory licenses only for government entities.

U.S.-Jordan negotiations also restricted the use of parallel imports. 61 Whereas Article 6 of TRIPS affirms the right of countries to use parallel imports, Jordan amended its domestic laws after pressure from the United States to allow parallel imports only with the permission of patent holders.

**The Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health reaffirmed governments’ rights to resort to compulsory licensing and parallel importation.**

The U.S.-Jordan trade agreement generated controversy in much of the developing world, especially given its signing amid the global HIV/AIDS epidemic. In response, Brazil, India, and a group of African countries raised IP as a key concern prior to the Doha Development Round in 2001. 62 The resulting Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health reaffirmed governments’ rights to resort to compulsory licensing and parallel importation as codified in TRIPS Article 31.63

On some provisions, the Doha Declaration went beyond TRIPS. The least-developed countries (LDC) pharmaceutical transition measure, for example, waives the obligation of LDCs to respect medicine patent rights or data protection at least

---

59 Id., at 95-98.

---

en.pdf%3Bsessionid%3D089750820CF675173F0C3204C369D63F%3Fsequence%3D1.
61 Id., 28.
The WTO TRIPS Council agreed to this measure and later extended the date to 2033. Developing countries have subsequently expanded the exceptions to IP protections provided under TRIPS. Article 31(f) of the original agreement states that compulsory licenses should be primarily used for domestic purposes, but many developing countries do not have the capacity to produce pharmaceuticals. In 2005, the WTO amended TRIPS in an attempt to address this issue. Article 31bis now allows countries to waive Article 31(f), importing generic pharmaceuticals at a low cost. However, invoking Article 31bis remains an expensive, bureaucratic hassle. So far, it has been invoked in only one case, when Rwanda imported HIV/AIDS medicine from Canada in 2008.

**Trade Negotiations Since Doha**

TRIPS-plus provisions have largely remained a feature of trade agreements, even after the 2001 Doha Declaration and the 2005 amendment to the TRIPS Agreement. However, the substance of TRIPS-plus provisions has changed. Whereas the U.S.-Jordan FTA, signed in 2000 and put into effect in 2001, discouraged TRIPS flexibility, subsequent trade agreements generally refrained from such language.

---
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4. POLITICS OF TRADE AND IP

While economics can inform policymakers (see Chapters 1 and 2) and the law is equally important (see Chapters 3 and 4), politics also plays a role in trade negotiations. This chapter illustrates how international and domestic politics can affect trade agreements and intellectual property provisions in particular.

Politics between countries inevitably affects the outcome of international negotiations, particularly in cases where one country is considerably more powerful than the other. The case of the U.S.-Jordan Free Trade Agreement illustrates the consequences of bilateral negotiations for developing countries.

Negotiators between the United States and Ecuador should be aware of both international and domestic political dynamics as they consider deepening commercial ties.

Politics within countries also exercise significant influence on the way in which international trade agreements are shaped and ultimately received by the public. The case of the Trans-Pacific Partnership, later the CPTPP, illustrates how domestic opposition to stringent IP regulations can not only imperil a trade agreement, but also lead to reform.

Negotiators between the United States and Ecuador should be aware of both international and domestic political dynamics as they consider deepening commercial ties.

International Politics and Trade

International trade negotiations can take place through international organizations, multilateral GATT/WTO negotiating rounds, regional negotiations, or bilateral talks. When advancing a new round of talks on trade, governments often choose the forum that they think will best suit their interests in a process called “regime shifting.” In the 1960s, developed countries moved discussions of intellectual property from UN institutions to WIPO. In the 1980s, they again shifted the conversation to the Uruguay Round, under the auspices of GATT. In the 1990s, regional and bilateral agreements appeared a more promising area for favorable trade negotiations, so developed countries again moved the discussion.

Compared to global multilateral negotiations, regional and bilateral agreements are particularly favorable for developed countries. Regional and bilateral agreements involve fewer parties and therefore tend to be easier to negotiate.

Bilateral talks in particular give significant negotiating power to developed countries. Whereas a united bloc of smaller, developing countries can press for concessions in a multilateral forum, a lone developing country is more likely to yield to a developed country in bilateral talks. Moreover, in most bilateral relationships, economic integration is more important to the developing country than it is to the developed country. The developing country may concede on labor, environmental, and intellectual property issues to ensure an agreement.

While deepening economic ties is often at the top of the agenda for developing countries in trade negotiations, the goals of developed countries are
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often more political. Reaching an accord on trade can have consequences far beyond the economy, including bolstering foreign governments, providing alternatives to crime and terrorism, and encouraging further economic reform.

**Case Study: U.S.-Jordan Free Trade Agreement**

After the Uruguay Round, the United States and European Union continued to seek to strengthen IP protection around the world. Having accomplished what they could through GATT/WTO multilateral negotiations, the United States and the EU shifted regimes, pressing developing countries in regional and bilateral agreements.  

The first country where the United States experimented with TRIPS-plus provisions was Jordan. It would become only the fourth country to establish an FTA with the United States after Israel, Canada, and Mexico.

In 1994, Jordan had normalized its relations with Israel, paving the way for deeper economic and political ties with the United States. Following bipartisan pressure from Congress, U.S. President Bill Clinton launched FTA negotiations with Jordan in June 2000.

The United States’ goals in FTA negotiations with Jordan were not primarily economic. At the time, the daily volume of U.S.-Mexico trade exceeded the annual volume of trade between the United States and Jordan.  

A study by the U.S. International Trade Commission predicted an “insignificant impact on total U.S. exports, U.S. production, or U.S. employment” would arise from a U.S.-Jordan FTA.  

**Bilateral talks in particular give significant negotiating power to developed countries.**

Rather, the United States’ goals were primarily political. In their letters urging President Clinton to begin talks, some members of Congress argued that an FTA would express the United States’ gratitude for Jordan’s diplomatic opening toward Israel and cooperation in the fight against terrorism. Others viewed economic growth in Jordan as a path toward stability and security in the greater region. Still, other members hoped that an FTA would speed up Jordan’s budding economic reform. The administration shared these goals in public statements and wished to signal support for King Abdullah II, a major U.S. ally in the region.

For Jordan, a free trade agreement offered both political and economic benefits. An FTA would provide Jordan with a comparative advantage in a large export market, incentivize foreign direct investment, and boost the government’s domestic
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standing. The Jordanian Parliament ratified the agreement with little debate on May 9, 2001. In the United States, partisan debates over labor and environmental provisions delayed ratification of the FTA. Two weeks after the September 11 attacks, however, with the Middle East and the War on Terror particularly salient, Congress approved the agreement by voice vote. The FTA went into effect on December 17, 2001.

While the economic impact of the U.S.-Jordan FTA is beyond the scope of this report, the impact of the agreement on access to medicine does offer lessons for policymakers involved in potential U.S.-Ecuador trade negotiations. A comparison between Egypt and Jordan reveals that TRIPS-plus provisions do not always succeed in attracting FDI to the pharmaceutical sector.

Jordan’s negotiations with the United States and its accession to the World Trade Organization resulted in several provisions limiting parallel imports and compulsory licensing (see Chapter 3). The U.S.-Jordan FTA requires governments to extend patent protection beyond the 20-year minimum established by TRIPS to compensate for delays in marketing approval. The agreement also requires an additional three years of data exclusivity under certain conditions beyond the TRIPS requirements. Finally, as a condition for accession to the WTO, Jordan implemented laws to prevent registration and marketing approval for generic drugs for five years, even in the absence of a patent.

In a 2007 study for Oxfam International, Rohit Malpani compared access to medicine in Jordan following the implementation of strict TRIPS-plus provisions to access to medicine in Egypt, which at the time met the minimum requirements under TRIPS. The study found that prices for patented drugs in Jordan were between 167 and 800 percent higher than comparable generics medications in Egypt.

While strong IP protections generally correlate with higher FDI (see Chapter 1), a comparison between Egypt and Jordan reveals that TRIPS-plus provisions do not always succeed in attracting FDI in the pharmaceutical sector. During the 12-year period analyzed by Malpani, Jordan received no investment in pharmaceutical manufacturing, while Egypt attracted $223 million in pharmaceutical FDI. A possible explanation is that Egypt’s large population and market size, relative to that of Jordan, was a more important factor to potential investors than IP protections at the margin.

With no domestic pharmaceutical manufacturing, Jordan had to import 70 percent of its medicines while Egypt imported only 10 percent. Jordan’s reliance on medicine imports is borne out in price disparities. The Oxfam-Malpani study found that prices for imported drugs in Jordan were between
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220 and 1064 percent higher than comparable drugs produced under license in Egypt.86

Lessons from the U.S.-Jordan FTA Case Study

In short, negotiations between the United States and Jordan resulted in strict TRIPS-plus provisions and lower access to medicine. The patterns observed in U.S.-Jordan negotiations reflect more general dynamics in the politics of international trade. The United States’ primary motivation in negotiations was geopolitical, while Jordan viewed the trade agreement through an economic lens. Bilateral negotiations led to an outcome that favored the United States, particularly on intellectual property.

Stakeholders in U.S.-Ecuador relations can draw lessons from the case study. Policymakers in Ecuador should be cognizant of the benefits and drawbacks of bilateral negotiations relative to multilateral forums. Negotiators in both countries should be clear about their political, economic, and strategic motivations for pursuing deeper trade relations. All actors can also draw lessons from the effects of TRIPS-plus regulations on Jordan.

The lack of pharmaceutical investment in Jordan relative to Egypt could have specific implications for Ecuador. Ecuador, a small nation adjacent to the more populous countries of Colombia and Peru, may similarly find it difficult to attract pharmaceutical FDI even with TRIPS-plus provisions.

Domestic Politics and Trade

Domestic politics are as likely as international politics to affect trade negotiations. During trade talks, corporations lobby their governments to include provisions that favor their interests. Pharmaceutical companies often pressure the governments of developed countries to include TRIPS-plus provisions among their demands.

Resistance to TRIPS-plus provisions has the potential to derail trade negotiations, particularly if opposition is voiced only outside of institutions. However, it can also prompt reform.

Countervailing interest groups similarly lobby governments to reject TRIPS-plus provisions. Local activists raise awareness in meetings with legislators and in grassroots efforts. International NGOs such as Doctors Without Borders, Human Rights Watch, and Oxfam support these efforts from abroad.87

Resistance to TRIPS-plus provisions has the potential to derail trade negotiations, particularly if opposition is voiced only outside of institutions. However, it can also prompt reform, and negotiations that include stakeholders who are skeptical of TRIPS-plus provisions can lead to more durable agreements.

Case Study: Trans-Pacific Partnership

Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, and Vietnam. In 2008, the twelve countries began discussions on the TPP as a potential expansion of the Trans-Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership Agreement—an earlier accord signed by Brunei, Chile, New Zealand, and Singapore.

Negotiations involved a range of issues, including tariff reductions, harmonizing regulations, and raising the minimum for IP protections. In addition to the economic goal of increasing trade, several parties, particularly the United States, had a geopolitical goal of competing with China. The parties reached an accord on October 5, 2015.

Soon after negotiations ended, the TPP sparked debates within several countries. In the United States, candidates in both the Democratic and Republican presidential primaries criticized the accord. Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton and Republican nominee Donald Trump each expressed a desire to withdraw the United States from the TPP, with Trump referring to it as “the greatest danger yet.” For Clinton, the goal was to “make sure we’re not putting the interests of drug companies ahead of patients and consumers.” Other high-profile candidates such as Bernie Sanders shared similar views, arguing that it “would significantly increase prices for prescription drugs” for lower-income communities.

In January 2017, newly inaugurated President Trump withdrew the United States from TPP. Figures on both the left and right celebrated the decision. Richard Trumka, President of the AFL-CIO, the largest U.S. labor union, promised to continue his “relentless campaign to create new trade and economic rules that end special privileges for foreign investors and Big Pharma.”

Scholars at the time emphasized that the TPP’s intellectual property provisions would have the greatest effect on developing countries—such as Chile, Peru, and Mexico—where the agreement would decrease access to low-cost generics. However, these countries remained interested in other provisions of the TPP.

As the United States debated whether to withdraw from the TPP in November 2016, Chilean Foreign Minister Heraldo Muñoz promised that “whether it be with the United States or without the United States...”

---


States, there’s a willingness among the countries that make up the TPP to move forward."94

Chile soon convened negotiations with the 11 remaining parties to TPP. In January 2018, the countries agreed to the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP). The new agreement removed 20 provisions from the initial TPP relating to investment, government procurement, and intellectual property, which were originally included at the insistence of the United States.95 The choice to name the updated agreement a “comprehensive and progressive” TPP was a deliberate one. After a populist backlash in the United States derailed the original TPP, symbolic and substantive reform in the remaining 11 parties led to an agreement that would garner widespread support.

**Lessons from the TPP Case Study**

In the United States, domestic opponents of strict IP regulations formed a coalition to block the TPP. As the experience of the other 11 parties demonstrates, however, resistance to TRIPS-plus provisions can also lead to reform. The CPTPP was well received among signatory countries, and flexible provisions related to intellectual property were key to its success.

TPP negotiations offer a lesson for U.S.-Ecuador trade relations. Ecuadorean policymakers might consider the role that domestic groups and international NGOs play in advocating for access to healthcare. If discussions over deeper trade relations do take place, negotiators should be aware that domestic constituencies can both strengthen and derail trade agreements, depending on the substance of negotiations and the level of public participation allowed.

---
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5. IMPLICATIONS FOR ECUADOR

Ecuador’s intellectual property laws are shaped by the legal, economic, and political conditions detailed in Chapters 1-4. This chapter explains how Ecuador’s IP laws developed alongside both TRIPS and decisions by the Andean Community. It also explains the motivations behind provisions of Ecuador’s most recent IP law, the 2016 Código Ingenios.


Ecuadorean IP law has largely drawn on the decisions of the Commission of the Andean Community (CAN)—a trade block composed of Ecuador, Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, and (until 2006) Venezuela. In the early 1990s, as the GATT Uruguay Round increasingly emphasized the role of IP in international trade, CAN began issuing decisions to harmonize IP laws across its five member states.

In 1993, the Andean Community issued Decision 344, an IP-related law binding CAN members to a set of standards largely consistent with TRIPS. While the Andean Community has had mixed results in promoting regional economic or political integration, harmonization of intellectual property laws is one area in which the Community has been particularly effective. Over 97 percent of preliminary references sent to the Andean Tribunal of Justice through the end of 2007 concerned intellectual property.

The Andean Community’s involvement in intellectual property law has allowed countries to achieve a balance between respecting patent holders and providing access to medicine. Governments have often resisted IP-related pressure from the United States or pharmaceutical companies by pointing to their obligations to the Andean Community and resolving disputes through the Andean Tribunal of Justice.

The Andean Community’s involvement in intellectual property law has allowed countries to achieve a balance between respecting patent holders and providing access to medicine.

The same year that the Andean Community adopted Decision 344, Ecuador signed a bilateral treaty with the United States, which increased patent protections for medicines. The legislature declined to ratify the deal, but the president implemented many of its provisions by decree.
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The Ecuadorean Association of Pharmaceutical Laboratories (ALAFAR)—a trade association of domestic drug producers—objected to the agreement, arguing that it would increase Ecuador’s already significant dependence on foreign pharmaceutical imports.\(^{101}\) ALAFAR drew on support from the Latin American Association of Pharmaceutical Laboratories (ALIFAR), a regional organization, but it exercised resistance to the new IP regulations most effectively through the Andean Community. In 1993, Generic drug developers sued the government and the Andean Tribunal of Justice ruled in their favor, notifying the Ecuadorean government that their patent regime did not abide by CAN standards.\(^{102}\) The Ecuadorean government refused to comply, but after a similar ruling in 1996, the government modified their IP laws to abide by Decision 344.\(^{103}\)

**The country’s approach to the Banana Wars was instead shaped by domestic political actors, especially the National Banana Council (Conaban)—a trade association of banana exporters.**

Ecuador’s next major engagement in international IP law took place amid the “Banana Wars,” a series of disputes between the U.S. and Latin America, on the one hand, and the European Union, on the other, over the EU’s discriminatory tariffs on bananas. Drawing on the new conflict resolution mechanisms of the World Trade Organization, the United States launched a complaint against the European Union. Ecuador, a major banana exporter, acceded to the WTO in 1996 to join the complaint.\(^{104}\)

After joining the WTO, Ecuador took a novel approach to pressure the EU into lowering banana tariffs. The government deployed a “cross-retaliation” measure—a mechanism that was approved by TRIPS but had never been used by a developing country—and threatened to disregard its patent obligations for European intellectual property unless the EU lowered its banana tariffs. By 2000, the European Union gave in.\(^{105}\)

Although Ecuador and the United States both rejected the EU’s tariffs, Ecuador’s strategy was independent from the United States. The country’s approach to the Banana Wars was instead shaped by domestic political actors, especially the National Banana Council (Conaban)—a trade association of banana exporters.\(^{106}\)

In 1998, shortly after joining the WTO, Ecuador introduced an intellectual property law in line with TRIPS.\(^{107}\) The law also recognized the Paris and Berne Conventions and was compatible with Decision 344 of the Andean Community.\(^{108}\)

In 2000, the Commission of the Andean Community issued Decision 486, clarifying some provisions of its 1993 decision and altering others.\(^{109}\) In one significant departure, Decision 486 removed a clause that had prohibited patents for “inventions relative to … essential...
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medicines.”

Negotiations with the United States (2000-2006)

For the early part of the 2000s, successive administrations in Ecuador balanced patent protections and access to medicine under the 1998 Law of Intellectual Property.

Attempts to increase IP protections created significant controversy. When Ecuador began negotiating a free trade agreement with the United States in 2004, the U.S. pressured Ecuador to accept TRIPS-plus provisions, including:

1) five-year data exclusivity protections;
2) obstacles to marketing approval for generic drugs that violated patent law;
3) compensation to patentholders for delays in approval;
4) constraints on parallel imports;
5) protection for second-use patents; and
6) patents for genetic resources.

The Pharmaceutical Researchers and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA) also lobbied to U.S. government to reject a trade deal with Ecuador that did not include these stipulations. Ecuadorean negotiators began to draw “red lines” regarding intellectual property, but disputes on the topic led Ecuador to suspend negotiations in late 2005.

When the Ecuadorean government resumed negotiations in 2006, policymakers encountered significant domestic opposition from Indigenous Peoples’ organizations (see the report “Indigenous Peoples’ Rights and Trade Relations: A Historical Perspective,” by the Global Americans High-Level Working Group on U.S.-Ecuador Relations). In addition to the Indigenous Peoples’ organizations, several ex-ministers of health and domestic NGOs wrote an open letter to the president, calling for negotiators to reject TRIPS-plus provisions. Transnational advocacy networks supported the strong domestic opposition.

International human rights organizations—including Knowledge Ecology International (KEI), Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF), Health Action International, Oxfam, the Treatment Action Campaign, Act Up Paris, the Health Gap Coalition, and Public Citizen—released documents criticizing the FTA. Eventually the U.S. government terminated negotiations following an investment dispute.

Rafael Correa and the LAC-Global Alliance (2007-2016)

The election of President Rafael Correa (2007-2017) marked a departure from Ecuador’s previous approach to economics and trade, including on the topic of intellectual property. Transnational advocacy networks for access to medicine became stronger, and the government was receptive.

In 2008, Correa promulgated a new constitution, recognizing the right to healthcare and medicine. The same year, CAN sought to negotiate an association agreement with the European Union. Health Action International and several Latin American civil society organizations joined to create the CAN-EU Alliance for Access
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to Medicines. The alliance successfully lobbied against expanded IP protections in Colombian and Peruvian negotiations with the EU. It later grew to include other Latin American countries, and in 2010, it became the LAC-GLOBAL Alliance, including KEI, Public Citizen, Brazil-MSF, and the Brazilian Working Group on Intellectual Property (REBRIP).

In 2009, President Correa signed Decree 118, the first Ecuadorian law to allow compulsory licenses for pharmaceutical products following advocacy campaigns from the CAN-EU alliance. The decree paved the way for broader discussions on Ecuador’s intellectual property law.

**Código Ingenios (2016-Present)**

In December 2016, as trade negotiations with the European Union continued, Ecuador passed the Código Orgánico de la Economía Social de los Conocimientos, Creatividad e Innovación. The Código Ingenios, as it is widely known, remains in effect today and governs intellectual property in the country.

The legislation notes that the Intellectual Property Law of 1998 is not “harmonized with the rights and guarantees established in the Constitution of the Republic of Ecuador.” The prior framework, according to the 2016 law, was a “hyper-privatist system of knowledge, in which only the owners/merchants of intellectual property corresponding to a few transnational monopolies have benefited.” The Código Ingenios aimed to “radically modify the existing paradigms.”

Although the 2016 law includes sweeping language and was the product of substantial public consultation, the substantive provisions related to patents present modest reforms to the 1998 Intellectual Property Law.

The Código Ingenios explicitly mentions that “nothing foreseen in this Code shall be able to be interpreted as contrary to the principles, rights and obligations established in [TRIPS and other international agreements to which Ecuador adheres].” Article 253 of the Código adopts the TRIPS standards regarding what type of products and processes can be patented.

**Ecuador’s IP legislation today is largely in line with the TRIPS Agreement.**

Like the 1998 Intellectual Property Law, the 2016 Código includes TRIPS flexibilities. However, these flexibilities are more vaguely
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defined in the 2016 Código. Article 87 of the Código states that “goods that guarantee fundamental rights and are protected by intellectual property rights” must be used to “satisfy the basic needs of society,” even if that means abridging patent rights.\(^{128}\) Since it leaves the government to determine when a right is fundamental and when a need is basic, and provides no guidance when rights come into conflict, Article 87 gives governments strong discretionary authority. The 2016 Código also adds protections for traditional knowledge (see the report “Trade and Traditional Knowledge,” by the Global Americans High-Level Working Group on U.S.-Ecuador Relations, currently pending publication).

Ecuador’s IP legislation today is largely in line with the TRIPS Agreement. Like IP regulations in other countries, the Código Ingenios has been shaped by developments in international law, domestic and global politics, and prevailing economic conditions.

\(^{128}\) Código Ingenios, *supra* note 120, at art. 87.
6. RECOMMENDATIONS

Intellectual property (IP) protections are a key tool for countries to attract foreign direct investment and increase trade, but they also present legal, economic, and political challenges, particularly with respect to global access to medicine. The analysis in Chapters 1-5 details these challenges. In this section, we present recommendations to stakeholders on how to reconcile IP protections with access to medicine when deepening economic ties between the United States and Ecuador.

1. Intellectual property protections have become a major component of free trade agreements after TRIPS. **Policymakers seeking to deepen the U.S.-Ecuador trade relationship should emphasize the importance of intellectual property to trade.**

2. **Negotiators must consider intellectual property protections and access to medicine together.** There are several tools to improve access to medicine through IP regulations, including changing the duration of patents, considering alternatives to patents, issuing subsidies, relying on compulsory licensing, and using parallel imports for medicine.

3. **A key goal of governments should be to compensate consumers who are unable to access medicine due to intellectual property restrictions.** Parties that advocate for strict IP regulations should be responsible for implementing an adequate system of compensation.

4. The 2001 Doha Declaration reaffirmed the right of developing countries to use compulsory licensing and parallel imports of patented drugs. **A potential trade agreement between the U.S. and Ecuador must not abridge the right to use TRIPS flexibilities.**

5. **Patents must be used only to reward innovation, not to unnecessarily block competition.** Governments must ensure that their patent and competition laws respect this distinction.